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1.
Did you know that, according to the US Department of Energy, approximately 70% of a pool's heat loss is
due to evaporation? If you can devise a means of slowing evaporation, you will find that you require
significantly less heat to maintain your water temperature. Less required heat translates into immediate
savings on your energy bill.
Heatsavr has been proven to save 15-35% of energy costs simply by lowering the rate of evaporation.
The low product cost typically offers a Return on Investment of between 300 – 500 %.

CASE STUDY:
LIQUID POOL COVER

The City of Thunder Bay, Facilities
Services Division has determined that
the energy savings together with a
reduction in humidity levels and
space temperature has created an
approximately 40% savings in
natural gas consumption

“From January – March 2009 the pool
consumed 756 therms less which is a 20.5%
savings in volume of gas on a pool with an
Infinity Edge. The spillover edge operates
automatically twice a day (daylight hours)
for about an hour plus manual activation (if
any)…I have the Heatsavr injection pump
put Heatsavr into the pool one hour before
the circulation filter pump shuts off for the
evening. That way, the Heatsavr gets to the
pool and is circulated throughout before the
pool lies still for the evening.”

~ Beth Saroka, Onslow Fitness

~ J.W., Property Manager

Read the full Report in Appendix A –
Case Study: Liquid Pool Covers

“Our pool is heated by
gas and our gas bill
went down 34% the
first year we used
Heatsavr. This savings
was based on total
dollars, not gallons, so
the real savings was
greater than that
because the cost of gas
went up.
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2.

In many parts of the world, at least during certain parts of the
season, it is not necessary to heat your pool. Many pools don't
even have heaters as a contingency plan. However, even if the
pool water gains enough heat during the day, it is often the
case that overnight a large portion of that heat is lost due to
cooler evening temperatures. Depending on the differential,
you may find your water loses several degrees overnight.
If you were able to retain that heat overnight, your water
would be warmer in the morning, getting up to temp quicker
each day, allowing for a gradual gain over a few days time. Of
course, this would be limited to air temperatures, but every
little bit helps.
By protecting your pool overnight with Heatsavr, the liquid
pool cover, you can retain up to 50% of your overnight heat
loss. 50% can make a big difference when you jump in the
pool in the morning.

“We have a salt water pool and have been using a
solar cover and roller for the past several years to
try to cut costs and keep the heat in the water,
instead of the air. Last season…we went to your
website [www.liquidpoolcovers.com] and
researched everything we could find and decided
to give it [Heatsavr] a try. After about a month, we
sold the solar cover, and a month later we sold the
reel!
We keep the pool around 81 degrees during the
day, and on warmer nights last summer, the pool
temperature would be 78 degrees in the morning.
We never achieved these results using a solar
cover.”
~ Steve Barnes, Recreation Association Pool Mgr,
Steven’s Pointe HOA
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“Last year we installed a unit
[Heatsavr] at a condominium
complex in Richmond with an
outdoor pool. They have an
annual New Years swim. We
had the system ready a few
days in advance to be sure the
pool was at temperature for
the big event so I thought I
would drop in the day before.
There was very little steam
coming off the pool. I thought
‘ UH OH the heater must
have gone out.’ Upon closer
inspection I found the pool
was at temperature and the
heater was fine. I stood there
with the property manager in
amazement, being that we
were experiencing typical
cold winter weather yet we
hardly saw any steam coming
off the pool surface.”
~ Ken Bentley, Service Dept.
Imperial Paddock Pools

In the simplest terms, swimming pool blankets stop
evaporation. Its only incidental that some insulate to
a small degree. Insulation, the property usually
attributed to “blankets”, contributes from one to
three percent of the energy savings for pools.
Evaporation retardation is overwhelmingly the larger
contributor.
Without delving into the physics too deeply, a brief “scientific” explanation helps our pool operator to
understand the significance of evaporation: Water, that master-standard chemical, requires just one
calorie per millilitre (cubic centimetre) to raise its temperature exactly one degree Centigrade.
Conversely, it loses one calorie as the temperature drops on degree. However, vastly increased amounts
of energy are either given off or required to be “taken in” for changes of state – that's the transition
between the vapor, liquid and solid states of water. For the shift from liquid to vapor, the energy
required is called the “heat of vaporization” - and that value is 540 calories. It takes five hundred forty
times as much energy to vaporize any quantity of water than it does simply to raise that same quantity
of water one degree Centigrade! That's a killer of a statement. Read it again...
Anything, including this safe magical liquid, which stops evaporation, can save you big, big money...
PPOA gives this product a score of A-, a pretty high grade in the current world of aquatic snake oil.

No Cover

Liquid Cover
Liquid
Cover
Hard Cover
Twice / Day

Avg Daily Temp
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Avg Daily Temp
= 92

Avg Daily Temp
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Avg Daily Temp
= 92

Avg Night Temp =
55

Avg Night Temp =
55

Avg Night Temp =
55

Avg Night Temp =
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Max Water Temp
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Max Water Temp
= 84

Max Water Temp
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Max Water Temp
=6

Loss Overnight
= 12 degrees

Loss Overnight
= 4 degrees

Loss Overnight
= 4 degrees

Loss Overnight
= 5 degrees

Net Daily Results =
6 degrees LOSS

Net Daily Results =
8 degrees GAIN

Net Daily Results =
6 degrees GAIN

Net Daily Results =
7 degrees GAIN
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3.
Whether your pool is indoor or outdoor, you are guaranteed to lose a huge portion of water through
evaporation. In fact, many studies have shown that the equivalent of your entire pools' volume will
evaporate within one year's usage, depending on your location (See page 18 of this Guide).
Water costs are going up at an alarming rate, and many areas in North America are forced to adhere to
strict water regulations. Topping up your pool water is no long just an aggravating chore that needs to
be attended, but is now an expensive and regulated action. Moreover, whenever you add new water to
your pool, you need to heat that water up to the required temperature again.
Once again, the solution can be as simple as slowing evaporation. Save water, save heat, save money,
save your time and energy!
Many different third party tests have resulted in the common acceptance of Heatsavr as a means to
decrease the amount of water lost to evaporation by approximately 50%.

SRP ~ Excerpt
Pool water fact: With over 300,000 pools in Arizona, the water lost to evaporation
each year is significant. The average pool contains 10,000 to 15,000 gallons of water
and evaporates its entire contents each year.
Today, technological advances allow you to add a liquid to your pool to reduce
evaporation...by 30 - 50%. Additionally, if you heat your pool, using a liquid pool cover
will reduce both heat loss and energy consumption.
Click here to watch the video result of the study conducted by the SRP!

Urban Life Heatsavr Trial Results:
A test was conducted to record water savings on a showroom swim spa,
heated to 82 degrees F. "First of all I conducted a control period for seven days
without the Heatsaver product and then a test period for seven days with the
Heatsaver product to record the differences. I am both surprised and impressed
with the results being at least a 50% reduction, also noticing a drastic
difference in the amount of condensation forming on the windows as well as
the humidity levels in the showroom."
~ Scott Battison, Sales, Urban Life
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4.

More often than not, uniquely shaped pools cannot be fitted for a plastic pool blanket, or, if they can,
the cost is prohibitively high and difficult to apply.
Heatsavr can cover any shape of pool, based on square footage, without discriminating. As a liquid, it
simply follows the borders of any shape you may have.
Similarly, if your pool has water features, such as fountains, combination pool / spas, or waterfalls, you
may find it difficult, if not impossible, to find a plastic pool cover that will work with your pool. Again,
Heatsavr can form itself around any water feature that may disrupt the water, effectively covering your
pool at all times.
If you have a beautifully constructed pool, with a custom design and water features, would you want a
plastic blanket covering your poolscape? Of course not! Heatsavr can cover your pool at all times
without inhibiting the aesthetics of your facility.

San Cervantes Pool

"During the 2002 Winter Pool
Season, Heat Saver was used on
our 102,000 gallon beach
lagoon pool. We saved a
significant amount on our gas
heating costs, compared to the
previous year. The system was
easy to install and use. Our two
large water features ran from
9:00 AM to 9:00 PM, while our
four pool heaters maintained an
82 degree water temperature.
Nine ounces of Heat Saver was
injected into the pool every
night, after 9:00 PM. Heat Saver
worked well. In fact, I won an
award from our management
company for the substantial
savings in gas heating costs for
our property over a four month
period."
~ Rickey Ross, Maint. Spvr
San Cervantes
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5.
Pool covers can become maintenance nightmares:
rollers get in the way, may cause injuries, and definitely
take up valuable deck space. Heavy covers have been
known to cause back strain and keeping the plastic from
deteriorating in extreme weather conditions can be
difficult. Plastic covers and rollers also have to be carefully
cleaned and maintained on a regular basis.
Heatsavr, when used in conjunction with the Automatic
Metering System, is a hands free, set and forget solution,
and the only maintenance it requires is to change the jug of
Heatsavr when it is empty.
Many commercial aquatics facilities actually have to
increase the hours their staff put in in order to ensure the
proper usage of pool covers. Large covers often take 2 or
more people to apply and remove at least twice a day!
Heatsavr does not require any staff, as the Automatic
Metering System does all the work.

• “We have been using
Heatsavr for over 8
years and we are
entirely satisfied with its
performance. Prior to
Heatsavr we had solar
blankets on three of our
four pools and all four
of our spas. Needless to
say, these covers, their
daytime enclosures, and
the mechanisms used to
roll and unroll them,
were costly and
required a substantial
amount of
maintenance. With
Heatsavr, we have
eliminated the covers as
well as the employee,
who was responsible for
putting them on at
night…we have realized
savings in labor and
material costs as a
result of using this
product.”

~ Meredith
Schreiber, Asst.
Mgr., Mt. La
Jolla Assoc.
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6.
If your aquatics center is open all the time, day and night, it does not give you the opportunity to use a
pool cover at all, even if you would like to.
Other facilities are hindered from using a traditional plastic pool cover for liability issues.
A liquid cover like Heatsavr does not require your facility to be closed in order to working at optimum
efficiency, nor does it pose a liability issue, such as the risk of entrapment.

“Thank you for inventing the HeatSavr liquid pool cover. We use this
product at 2 of our properties. It has saved us from buying pool
covers and having to close the pool early every day. With HeatSavr
the guests and owners can swim late in the evening and the early
risers can swim in the morning.”
~ Norma Eastes, CAM
Coastal Realty & Property Management

Pool Size: 500 square feet
Air Temp: 39.2 degrees F.

Heatsavr Dosage: 1.5 ounces / day
Water Temp: 82 degrees F.
Time between before & after pictures: 15 minutes

Before Heatsavr

After Heatsavr
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7.
Indoor pools or enclosed pools often have humidity problems, and find
the condensation is inconvenient and potentially damaging to their
center. Too much humidity can lead to mold, water damage and rust,
depending on the facility.
Heatsavr cannot and will not completely eliminate the condensation
caused by high humidity levels, but it will certainly help keep the
humidity under control by lower the rate of evaporation. If you have a
de-humidification system, Heatsavr will help to ensure that it is not
overloaded and will reduce stain on your equipment.
Heatsavr can make a considerable difference in the humidity levels,
simply by lowering the amount of evaporation.

Prism Center
Humidity Control
with Heatsavr

Before &
After

“The pool we have
is 36,000 gallons
and is indoors.
Because it is used as
a therapy pool for
water exercises for
disable people, the
temperature is kept
at 90 [degrees] F.
The pool is heated
with an electric
heat pump. The
winter temperature
differential
between the water
and the outdoors
cause terrible
humidity
problems…
About ten years ago,
I discovered Heat
Saver. What a great
product! Not only
did it save a lot of
heat in the pool, it
also reduced the
humidity
substantially!"

~ Carolyn Butler,
Coyote Partnership
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8.
If you are concerned with any of the issues already mentioned – and you happen to have a pool of
unusual size, you may have found that you are placed between a rock and a hard space. It is too
expensive and cumbersome to use a traditional pool cover, but also much to expensive to continue
heating such a large body of water without using a pool cover.
Heatsavr can cover your pool with no more expense per square foot than any other smaller pool, and
next to no application difficulty. Flexible Solutions offers an Automatic Metering System that will take
care of the application for you, based on the specific criteria of your facility.
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9.
Waterparks usually have a great deal of surface area to cover, and more often than not, do not have
ability to cover it. With water features all over the place, plastic pool covers are simply not an option,
but keeping the water warm enough for swimmers is crucial.
Heatsavr is a great option for water parks because, foot per foot, the cost is the same regardless of how
large the pool is, what shape it is, or how many water features are disrupting the surface.

Butlin's Splash Pool Complex
Since the introduction of Heatsavr to Butlin’s Splash Pool Complex, the Waterpark has realized a
“staggering 540% return on investment!”
Sandcastle Waterpark actually won a major energy award for using Heatsavr to save “a massive 857462
kWh” in a single year, which compares to about 80 therms per day!
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Heatsavr is available in 700 ounce pails, 140
ounce jugs or 35 ounce bottles, depending on
your needs.
The liquid pool cover is a biodegradable product,
so it must be applied on a daily basis to ensure
continuous coverage. While you can apply the
product manually each day, Flexible Solutions also
offers an Automatic Metering System, specifically
designed for the purpose of correctly dosing
Heatsavr to your pool.
The HS115 is an Automatic Metering System
specifically designed for the application of
Heatsavr™, the original liquid solar pool cover. It
is a time-activated, water-resistant peristaltic
pump that operates a 7-day clock in which events
can be programmed to occur every day at the
same time each day. A back up battery keeps the
clock running in the event of an interruption in
the electrical power.
The recommended dosage rate for Heatsavr™ is
1 oz/400 square feet of pool surface area per day.
The dosage is daily as the product is biodegradable. Calculate the surface area of your pool (Width x
Length) and divide by 400 square feet (50 square feet in Hot Tubs). This will calculate the daily amount of
Heatsavr™ (in ounces) necessary.
The best application time is in the evening, once the swimming pool is closed to the public or when the
swimming pool is experiencing less use.
Installation is very simple and the metering system is durable and easy to maintain. Our YouTube
channel, www.youtube.com/liquidpoolcovers, features a video of Grant Moonie, from Flexible Solutions,
installing a system. You can watch to get an idea of how simple the process is!
If you would like to read the Installation Manual, you can download a copy:
HS115 Installation & Programming Guide
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Heatsavr has been tested and proven to be safe for all
swimmers when used as recommended. Flexible Solutions
has, to date, never had a health related complaint. The
product is also safe for all makes and models of pool
equipment. It has been thoroughly tested in the
marketplace for approximately 20 years.
“This review confirms the
following:
1. The studies provided would
suggest there to be a low
probability of skin or eye
irritation under acute
exposure conditions.
2. The product appears to
have no deleterious effect on
chlorine based sanitizers
when used in accordance
with manufacturers use
instructions in a pool.
3. There is reason to believe
that the primary constituents
are either food /
pharmaceutical grade which
have prior sanctioning for sue
as a direct food additive.”
Read the full here:
NSF Evaluation of Heatsavr
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If you would like to read a copy of our MSDS, you can find a
copy in Appendix B: Heatsavr MSDS.

“Even at the peak levels of
concentration found in the pool, toxic
risks of exposure by bathers to
isopropyl alcohol are negligible.
Levels 30 times as high are permitted
by the Food & Drug Administration in
beverages consumed by the bather
sitting around the pool.”
~ Alison Oskinski, Ph.D

“[It] is my opinion that under
conditions of intended use the
isopropanol component of Heat$avr
presents no health risk to the general
public.”
~ Charles A. Lapin, Ph.D

Flexible Solutions Ltd.
www.liquidpoolcovers.com
Toll Free: (800) 661-3560
Phone: (250) 477-9969
Fax: (250) 477-9912
Divison Manager:
Grant Moonie, grant@flexiblesolutions.com
Sales & Marketing Manager:
Monique Nelson, monique@flexiblesolutions.com
Office Manager:
Laura Fujino, laura@flexiblesolutions.com
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–
With the costs of energy on the rise, and a global awareness in environmental stewardship, the City of
Thunder Bay saves approximately 40% in natural gas consumption and reduces annual greenhouse gas
emissions by 56 tonnes.
Background
In Canada, rising energy costs as well as an increasing awareness towards environmental stewardship
has made energy management with the City of Thunder Bay (City) a strategic priority.
As identified in the Earthwise Community Environmental Action Plan, under Energy, the City has
committed to a goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions through the wise use of energy, and
promoting the transition to a carbon neutral future. To achieve this goal, the City has committed to
reducing total Corporate energy use by 35%, below 2005 levels by 2017. Total Corporate energy includes
electricity, natural gas, gasoline and diesel. In addition, under the 2007-2010 Strategic Plan, Strategy #17
is related to greening of the fleet, Strategy #18 is to reduce energy consumption at large City Facilities
and Strategy #19 is to reduce energy consumption in streetlights and parking lots.
To work towards achieving the aforementioned goals, a Corporate Energy Sustainability Plan is currently
being developed. Each department/division and facility has the opportunity to reduce energy
consumption through the integration of technology and operations. Without this collaborative effort
between technology, process improvements and the facility operators, the energy reductions cannot be
optimized. Everyone will need to play a role.
As part of the strategy to reduce Corporate energy consumption, the City has completed several energy
audits in key facilities. Within the energy audits, strategies are provided that demonstrate simple wins –
providing a significant cost savings at minimal cost.
The energy audits completed for aquatics facilities indicated significant energy savings were available by
simply managing the pool’s evaporation through temperature control and pool covers.
The City presently operates three indoor aquatic facilities, one of which operates an Olympic size
swimming pool. To pilot the savings opportunities identified in the energy audit, Volunteer Pool was
chosen as a test facility due to its size, amount of use, and the ability to implement projects within
existing budgets. Volunteer Pool is a salt water pool that is rectangular, 25 meters long and 6 lanes wide.
There is a whirlpool in the pool area, as well as an exercise and spectator viewing area within the
natatorium.
Purpose:
To decrease the natural gas consumption and humidity levels, while maintaining the ability to provide a
lower deck temperature for spectators.
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Observations:
In August 2008, the City installed a metering pump at Volunteer Pool to inject Heatsavr liquid pool cover
into the main pool, as well as one ounce of Heatsavr is manually added daily to the whirlpool.
Application of the product is done at 11 pm, after the swimming hours have finished.
After the application the maintenance personnel began to observe a substantial decrease in the
humidity level and temperature in the natatorium.
No adverse effect to pool chemistry was noticed.
No complaints were recorded by workers or public users.
Based on historical data, the degree days for 2008 were 6012.8 C and in 2009, 5751.8 C. The diagrams
illustrating the savings in natural gas have not been weather corrected or adjusted for degree days.
Energy Savings:

As illustrated in Diagram 1, the implementation of the liquid pool cover at Volunteer Pool has
significantly decreased the consumption of natural gas over the four year average. There has been an
approximate 30% decrease in natural gas consumption based on a four (4) year average versus 2009
data.
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In October 2009, through the use of the liquid pool cover, and the resultant reduction of humidity in the
natatorium, we were able to add outside damper controls to the air handling unit to decrease the
amount of outside air needed to maintain humidity and temperature levels.
Operational change resulted in an approximate 51% decrease in natural gas consumption based on a
comparison between a 4 year average (January – May) and 2010 (January – May) as illustrated in
Diagram 2.
In December 2009, operations staff had also begun the use of insulated tarps after hours and the
natatorium lighting was retrofitted from 800 watt high pressure sodium to 400 watt induction lighting.
Conclusion:
The City of Thunder Bay, Facilities Services Division has determined that the energy savings together
with a reduction in humidity levels and space temperature has created an approximately 40% savings in
natural gas consumption. As a result of the success demonstrated at Volunteer Pool, we have chosen to
use this product at other indoor facilities as well as the Canada Games Complex.
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MSDS
Material Safety Data Sheet
SECTION 1 - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION AND USE
Product Identifier:
Heatsavr
Product Use:
Swimming pools, Spas
Manufacturer’s Name:
Flexible Solutions Ltd.
Street Address:
615 Discovery St.
City, Province:
Victoria, B.C.
Postal Code:
V8T 5G4
Country:
Canada
Telephone #:
(250) 477 9969
24 Hour CANUTEC Emergency: (613) 996 6666 Regarding IPA exposure
SECTION 2 - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS

Component
1)
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL

Hazard
flammable

%
4.28

Exposure Limits, PPM
OSHA
ACGIH
PEL
TLV
400
400

flammable

85.72

1000

Other
Limit
500

1000

CAS No. 67-63-0
ETHYL ALCOHOL

2)

1000

CAS No. 64-17-5
Common names/Synonyms: Isopropanol; 2-Propanol; CH3 – CHOH – CH3; IPA
Common names/Synonyms: Ethanol; CH3 – CH2 – OH; EA
SECTION 3 - PHYSICAL DATA
Boiling Point, Deg F:
Melting Point, Deg F:
Specific Gravity:
(water = 1)
Appearance/Odor:

173
-130
0.79
Clear, colorless liquid
medical alcoholic odor

Vapor Pressure, mmHG/20 Deg C:
Vapor Density:
(air = 1)
Water Solubility, %:
Evaporation Rate:
(Butyl Acetate = 1)

51
1.6
100
2
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SECTION 4 - FIRE AND EXPLOSION DATA
Flash Point, Deg F:
51
Flammable limits in air, %:
lower 3.3%; upper 19%
Method used:
TCC
Extinguishing Media:
Use water spray, dry chemical, CO2, or alcoholic foam.
Do NOT use a direct water stream.
Special fire fighting procedures:
Fire fighters should wear self-contained breathing apparatus and full
protective clothing. Use water spray to cool nearby containers and structures exposed to fire.
Unusual fire and explosion hazards: Extinguish all nearby sources of ignition because vapors may be moved by air
currents to ignition sources distant from the handling point.
SECTION 5 - REACTIVITY DATA
Stability:
stable
Polymerization:
will not occur
Conditions to avoid:
Strong oxidizers, aluminum, acetaldehyde, ethylene oxide, hydrogen-palladium
combination, h20 - h2so4 combination, Hypochlorous acid, isocyanates, nitroform, phosgene, oleum, perchloric
acid, potassuim T-butoxide, acids, alkalis, amines, halogens, halogen compounds, anhydrides and aldehydes.
Hazardous decomposition products:
May liberate carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide.
SECTION 6 - TOXICOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
Oral:
Rat LD50 = 7060mg/kg
Dermal:
Rabbit LD = 20g/kg
Inhalation:
Rat LC = 31,623 ppm/4hr
Carcinogenicity:
This material is not considered to be carcinogen by national toxicology program, the
international agency for research on cancer, or the occupational safety and health administration.
Other date:
none
SECTION 7 - PREVENTATIVE MEASURES
Ventilation:
Local mechanical exhaust ventilation capable of maintaining emissions at the point of use
below the pel.
Respiratory protection: If use conditions generate vapors or mists, wear a Niosh-approved respirator
appropriate for those emission levels. Appropriate respirators may be full facepiece or a half mask air purifying
cartridge respirator equipped for organic vapors/mists, a self-contained breathing apparatus in the pressure
demand mode, or a supplied-air respirator.
Eye protection:
Chemical goggles unless a full facepiece respirator is also worn. It is generally recognized
that contact lenses should be not worn when working with chemicals because contact lenses may contribute to
the severity of an eye injury.
Protective clothing: Long-sleeved shirt, trousers, safety shoes, rubber gloves and rubber apron.
Other protective measures:
An eyewash and safety shower should be nearby and ready for use.
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SECTION 8 - FIRST AID MEASURES
If inhaled:
Remove to fresh air. Give artificial respiration if not breathing. Get immediate medical
attention.
In case of eye contact:
Immediately flush eyes with lots of running water for 15 minutes, lifting the upper and
lower eyelids occasionally. Get immediate medical attention.
In case of skin contact:
Immediately wash skin with lots of soap and water. Remove contaminated clothing ans
shoes (wash before reuse). Get medical attention if irritation persists after washing.
If swallowed:
Do not induce vomiting. Small amounts of this liquid drawn into the lungs from swallowing or
vomiting may cause severe health effects (eg. bronchopneumonia or pulmonary edema). Seek medical attention
immediately.
SECTION 9 - PREPARATION DATE OF MSDS
Prepared by:
Flexible Solutions Ltd.
Phone Number: (250) 477 9969
Date:
01/2011
NOTICE TO READER
To the best of our knowledge, the information contained herein is accurate. However, neither the above named
supplier nor any of its subsidiaries assumes any liability whatsoever for the accuracy or completeness of the
information contained herein. Final determination of suitability of any material is the sole responsibility of the
user. All materials may present unknown hazards and should be used with caution. Although certain hazards are
described herein, we cannot guarantee that these are the only hazards that exists.
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